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We are facing system-level 
challenges

They are "wrong questions" 
Current structures are not apt for 

creating solutions for them



"False idols of a problem 
solving machine"
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“Forecasting” starts from 
today 
and doesn't offer views to 
fruitful possible futures 



Starting from 
the future?



System level challenges require "Counting backwards"
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"Creative destruction" or controlled renewal?

Lagging democracy
Failing markets



1. Ageing





2. Low carbon society



Sources of emissions globally
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UK consumption based emissions are 49% bigger than 
production based emissions



Fixing the market failure produces both winners and losers







Happy Planet Index





3. Diversity



Kuinka me voimme rakentaa 
inspiroivan ja motivoivan kaupungin?

City 2.0 peruskysymys

Nykyajan ihmisiä motivoi tunne siitä, että he voivat vaikuttaa 
elinympäristöönsä.



4. From individualisation to self-actualisation







5. Distributed resources-based production



Work 
relocated 
people



Leisure



6. From democracy to We can 



The cynical democracy of a welfare state
skills = day-time job

commons = professional civil servants
participations = compromises, medicority



50-70's I need wellfare state

80-90's I want consumer society, individualims

2000's I can knowledge-based society

2010's We can peer-to-peer society

“We-Can” aikakausi



“I call it the politics of "I can". It 
represents a desire for people to not just 
have access to material goods, but 
greater power, control and choice over 
all aspects of their life, from the jobs they 
do, the relationships they enter, the 
services they use, the products they buy.

[...] It is an age where people want to be 
players not just spectators. [...] ‘

Web 2.0 allows the spirit of “I can” to 
transcend the limits of consumerism, 
and become a mass movement for 
cooperation. “

David Miliband: “We can -politics”
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